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Abstract—This study presents a comparison and description of a major class of vocabulary, signaling nouns, in 

English and Persian which have important discourse function in establishing links across and within clauses. 

This class of noun is prevalent in academic discourse. The comparison is based on three corpuses, Native 

English texts, Non native English, Native Persian texts. Signaling nouns in three corpora were identified in 

different stages. The data collected was analyzed and clarified on the basis of categories, adopted from 

Flowerdew (2004). The result showed that there are significant differences between Non-native English 

linguistics texts and Native English linguistics texts and also native Persian linguistics texts in the use and kind 

of signaling nouns. It was revealed that English writers used signaling nouns more than non-native English 

writers. And also non-native English writers used signaling nouns more than Persian writers. The description 

provides a framework which is likely to be of value to materials writers and teachers and learners. 

 

Index Terms—anaphor, antecedent, discourse, text 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The text makes it possible for the reader and writer to go through an interaction process to achieve some 

communication. It is through the text that the writer encodes his message and it is through the text that the reader gets 

the meaning of the message by decoding it . A speaker of language can easily distinguish between a text and collection 

of sentences that don't constitute a text, because a text has a texture. For a text to have a texture, it must include ties that 

bind it together. "These ties are called cohesive ties that produce cohesion and coherence" (Halliday and Hassan, 1976). 

Studies of coherence are often really about abstract cohesive devises, in the sense provided by Halliday and Hassan 

(1976). Some studies  assume that coherence is produce by design, by appropriate use of cohesive devices. There are 

four ways by which cohesion is created in English: by reference, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical organization. These 

resources collectively meet the text-forming requirements referred to earlier. They make it possible to link items at any 

size, whether below or above the clauses; and to link items at any distance, whether structurally related or not (Halliday 

1976( . 

The definition of cohesion precisely accounts for the system of reference (Flowerdew, 2004). Referring elements 

establish a semantic relationship between them in which one of the elements provides the other with the meaning. One 

of the references and major class of lexical organizations which has important discourse function in establishing link 

across and within clauses are "signaling nouns. They are potentially any abstract noun, the meaning of which can only 

be made specific by reference to its context. 

II.  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The following research questions are to be investigated  

1. What are the differences between native English texts and native Persian texts in the use of signaling nouns 

(quality and quantity  ?(  

2. What are the differences between native English texts and non-native English texts in the use of signaling nouns 

(quality and quantity  ? (  

3. What are the differences between native -Persian texts and non-native English (Iranian) texts in the use of 

signaling nouns (quality and quantity)? 

A.  Null Hypotheses 

In regard to the above questions the following null hypotheses can be formulated. 

1. There is no significant difference between native -English and native Persian texts in the use of signaling nouns. 

2. There is no significant difference between non-native English and native Persian texts in the use of signaling nouns. 

3. There is no significant difference between native Persian and non-native English texts in the use of signaling nouns. 
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B.  Corpus 

The corpus consists of three parts; (1) native English linguistics texts were chosen from among current native English 

books (2) Non-native English linguistics texts that were chosen from among current English journals and books, written 

by Iranian writers (3) Native Persian linguistics texts were chosen from Iranian journals and books written in Farsi. 

Every corpus in the present study included 10 texts with the different writers. The idea of different texts writers (10) 

helps ensure that there is no problem of being peculiarities of an individual writer. Every text includes 3,000 words; this 

means that we have 30,000 words for every corpus and 90,000 words for the three corpora. 

III.  PROCEDURE 

As mentioned previously, total of 30 texts were selected from native writers of Persian, native writers of English and 

also from non-native writers of English (Iranian writers). According to definition and classification provided by 

Flowerdew (2004) Signaling items for the corpora were identified in a number of stages. First, lists of all the different 

words occurring in each corpus were created by means of a computerized words frequency program (Microsoft Word). 

Then all signaling items which occurred in corpus were determined, and then these lexical signaling nouns were 

examined to establish if a given item functioned as a lexical signal. 

Due to the fact that potential lexical signaling items can have more than one function, the next stage was to sort 

signaling nouns, eliminating non- signaling items i.e. homographs. Then the remaining items were divided into those 

which were realized across clauses, those that were realized within the clauses, and those which were exaphoric. Also 

all signaling nouns were studied to see whether they are anaphoric or cataphoric. The texts were analyzed by the 

researcher for the types and number of signaling nouns used. Then English texts were cross checked by my supervisor 

and advisor, Persian texts also were checked by a professor of Persian literature (Dr. Taki, from Shahreza Azad 

University). 

A.  Data Analysis 

Signaling nouns in different corpora can have more than one function. The meaning of the given signal must be 

sought either earlier in the text or later in the text or outside the text, as assumed background knowledge. 

The data collected was analyzed and clarified on the basis of following categories, adopted from Flowerdew (2004). 

1. Across Clauses 

The meaning of signaling noun in across clauses must be sought before or next clauses.  The across clause is 

exemplified below: 

Native English texts: in this view the study of language is the study of human mind. 

Here the item" view" encapsulates the meaning of the preceding stretch of discourse and labels it as a" view". 

2. Within the Clause 

The meaning of such signals is realized within the clause that it occurs. The within clause is exemplified in the 

following: 

Native English texts: the suggestion is that the primitive words could have been imitations of the natural sounds. 

3. Exophoric Function 

Sometimes, as Ivanic (1991) has noted, a signal cannot be recovered in the discourse, but appeals to background 

knowledge.Example: 

Language system is very effective and can carry out many important tasks. 

Here the item "tasks" are not realized in the text. It is left to readers to work out what sort of tasks the writer is 

referring to. 

4. Cataphoric and Anaphoric 

The cataphoric function is exemplified in the following example. 

_. The third goal of this paper is to suggest… 

The next examples illustrate the anaphoric function. 

_. CA became the basis of teaching foreign languages. This criterion was established by Fries (1945). 

B.  Statistical Analysis 

After data collection and signaling nouns categorization, the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS-X) was 

applied to analyze data, to reject or confirm the null hypotheses stated in this research study. 

IV.  RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

The aim of the project was to investigate how differently native Persian writers, native English and Non-native 

English writers use signaling nouns in the academic writing. On the basis of this corpora, this chapter provides the 

results of the study, both in terms of descriptive and inferential statistics and also a discussion of the results. 

A.  The Difference between Native English & Native Persian Texts 

In regard to the first question of this research, "the difference between native English & native Persian texts", 

signaling items for the corpora were analyzed. Table 1 shows average frequency of lexical signaling items per thousand 
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words, for the two corpora, native English & native Persian. The table shows that there are on average  18 signals per 

thousand words in the native English texts and 12 in the native Persian texts. 
 

TABLE 1 

AVERAGE SIGNALING ITEMS PER 1000 WORDS 

Native English Texts Native Persian Texts 

18 12 

 

 
 

NP: Example: The Field as a whole represents an attempt to break down the broad questions about … 

Example: We can hope to answer, and in so doing establish reasonable results that we can build on in moving closer 

to answer to the larger questions. 

By considering the kind of SN for the first question, the difference between native English & native Persian Texts, 

Table 2 shows some of those items most often used with high to low frequency in a signaling function in English and 

Persian linguistic texts. Kind, for example, occurs 35 times, more frequency than other words in the Native English 

texts and not occurring at all as a lexical signaling item in the Persian texts. Question for example is quite frequency 

for two corpora, 30 for (NE) and 13 for (NP). In Persian the words (َمص)  occurs 25 times, more frequent than other 

words in the Native Persian texts. It must be emphasized that many of signaling nouns have a relatively low frequency.  
 

TABLE 2 

SIX MOST COMMON SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE TWO CORPORA 

NE NP  

35 Kind 15 َمص 

30 Question 13 سؤال 

25 Result ّ10 َكت 

20 Reason 7 حبنت 

15 Case 5 تفبٔت 

 

1. Across Clause signaling nouns 

The meaning of such signals must be sought either in the text in the previous or next clause: Flowerdew(2004) 

categorises this group of signaling nouns as across clause. For finding the differences between native English & native 

Persian linguistic texts, table 2 provides us with the signaling nouns which function as across clauses, written by 

English native and Persian native writers. 205 signaling nouns occurred in native English texts, of which 160 function 

as anaphoric and 45 as cataphoric. 134 signaling nouns occurred in native Persian texts, of which 192 function as 

anaphoric, 42 as cataphoric. 
 

TABLE 3 

ACROSS CLAUSE SIGNALING NOUNS BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND ENGLISH TEXTS 
Across Clause 

Native English Native Persian 

Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

160 45 192 42 

 

The across clause is exemplified in the following taken from the two corpora. 

Native English Examples:  let me then quote Chastain first who recognizes at least four basic characteristics for 

communication. the first of which… 

The lexical item characteristics here indicate to reader or listener that they should prepare themselves to received 

information which will indicate the nature of these characteristics. 

Native Persian Examples: 

 
2. Within clause signaling nouns 
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Another category, in regard to differences between Native Persian and English linguistic texts, is within the clauses 

signaling nouns. In this case the meaning of signal is realized within the clause that it occurs. Table 4 provides us with 

nouns which function as within clause, written by English native and Persian native writers. 235 signaling nouns 

occurred in native English texts, of which 5 function as anaphoric, 230 as cataphoric. 96 Signaling nouns occurred in 

native Persian texts, of which 18 function as anaphoric, 78 as cataphoric. 

The within clause is exemplified in the following: 

Examples: 

Native English:  another aspect of language which Widdson makes in the development is the question of … 

Native Persian: 

 
 

TABLE 4 

WITHIN CLAUSE SIGNALING NOUNS BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND ENGLISH TEXTS 

Within clause 

Native English Native Persian 

Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

5 230 18 78 

 

 
 

3. Exaphoric signaling nouns 

Exaphoric signaling nouns are another category supposed to have out of the text reference. Table 5 Shows lexical 

signaling items which function as exaphoric for the two corpora. The table shows that 100 signaling nouns occur in the 

native English texts and 30 in the native Persian texts. 

Native Examples: It is only necessary to glance through the current issues of the British scientific journal "nature "or 

its American equivalent to appreciate the extensiveness and ramifications of linguistics, both pure and applied. 

As it is clear, it is up to the readers to infer what extensiveness and ramifications the author has in mind. They are 

not specified in the text: 

Native Persian: 

 
 

TABLE 5 

EXAPHORIC SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND ENGLISH TEXTS 
Exaphoric 

Native English Native Persian 

100 30 

 

Further analysis of the first question is presented below: 

Table 6 shows distribution of use of signaling nouns in the two corpora, English native and Persian native texts in 

30000 words. As table 6 shows, in total 30000 words, 360 and 540 SN were used by native Persian and  native English 

writers, respectively. 
 

TABLE 6 

DISTRIBUTION OF USE OF SIGNALING NOUNS IN TWO CORPORA 

Total Words Other Words Number of SN Corpus 

30000 29640 

98.8 

360 

1.2 

Native Persian Texts 

30000 29460 

98.2 

540 

1.8 

Native English Texts 

60000 59100 900 totall 

X
2

= 36.548       df = 1 Sig = .000 
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As chi-square analysis reveals, we feel safe that there is a significant difference between native English and native 

Persian linguistics texts in the use of signaling nouns. Table 7 also shows the distribution of kinds of signaling nouns in 

the two corpora. 
 

TABLE 7. 

DISTRIBUTION OF KINDS OF SIGNALING NOUNS IN TWO CORPORA 

Total EX Whit in Across  

360 30 

8.3 

78 

21.7 

18 

5 

42 

11.5 

192 

53.3 

Native 

Persian 

540 100 
18.5 

230 
42.6 

5 
.9 

45 
8.3 

160 
29.6 

Native 
English 

900 130 308 23 87 352 Total 

            X
2

= 90.693  df = 4   sig  = .000 

 

Again X
2

analysis shows that there is a significant difference between native English and native Persian   linguistics 

texts in the kinds of signaling nouns. According to what was mentioned above, we feel safe to reject the first null 

hypothesis that there is no significant difference between native -English and native Persian texts in the use of signaling 

nouns. 

AAN=Across Clause Anaphoric       ACA= Across Clause Cataphoric 

WAN=Within Clause Anaphoric      WCA= Within Clause Anaphoric 

EX= Exaphoric 

B.  The Difference between Native English & Non-native English Texts 

In relation to the second question of this research," the difference between native English & non-native English 

texts," Table 8 shows average frequency of lexical signaling items per thousand words for the two corpora, native and 

non-native English linguistics texts. The table shows that there are on average 18 signals per thousand words in the 

native English texts and 15 in the Non-native English texts. 
 

TABLE 8 

AVERAGE SIGNALING ITEMS PER 1000 WORDS 

Native English Texts Non-native English Texts 

18 15 

 

 
 

By considering the kind of SN for the second question, table 9 shows some of those items most often used with high 

to low frequency in a native English and non-native English linguistic texts. 

Way, for example, occurs in the Native English texts 50 times.  Way occurs with only slightly less overall frequency 

(20 times) in the Non Native English texts. Question for example is quite frequent for the two corpora, 30 for (NE) and 

25 for (NNE). 
 

TABLE 9 

SIX MOST COMMON SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE CORPORA 

 NE Texts NNE Texts 

Way 50 20 

Kind 35 37 

Question 30 25 

Result 25 5 

Reason 20 10 

Case 15 40 

 

1. Across Clause signaling nouns 
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The reference of signaling noun in across clauses must be sought before or in next clauses. In regard to differences 

between Native English and Non-native English texts, the Across clause is analyzed in the two corpora. 

Table 10 provides us with the signaling nouns which function as across clauses written by English native and non-

native English writers (Iranian writers). 205 signaling nouns occurred in native English texts, of which 160 function as 

anaphoric and 45 as cataphoric. 192 signaling nouns occurred in non-native English texts, of which 160 function as 

anaphoric and  32 as cataphoric. 

Native example: CA became the basis of teaching foreign languages. This criterion was established by Fries (1945). 
 

TABLE 10 

ACROSS CLAUSE SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND ENGLISH TEXTS 

Across Clause 

Native English Non-native English 

Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

160 45 160 32 

 

2. Within clause signaling nouns 

In this part signaling nouns which function as within clause used by native English and Non-native English writers 

(Iranian) were analyzed for differences. Table 11 provides us with the signaling nouns which function as within clause 

were written by native English and Non-native English writers, (Iranian). 235 signaling nouns occurred in native 

English texts,of which 5 function as anaphoric and  230 as cataphoric. 204 Signaling nouns occurred in native Persian 

textsof which 4 function as anaphoric and  200 as cataphoric. 
 

TABLE 11 

WITHIN CLAUSE SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND ENGLISH TEXTS 

Within clause 

Native English Non-native English 

Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

5 230 4 200 

 

Examples: 

Native English: Another important background assumption that linguists make is that the various human languages 

constitute. 

Non-Native English: The plan of the book tests on the assumption that we can predict and describe … 

3. Exaphoric signaling nouns 

In relation to the differences between Native English and Native Persian linguistic texts in the use of signaling nouns, 

in the category of exaphoric, table 12 shows lexical signaling items which function as exaphoric for the two corpora. 

The table shows that 100 signaling nouns occur in the native English tex NE Texts ts and 57 in the native Persian texts. 

Examples: Native English: One language may have terms not Found in another language. 

1). Non-Native English: Derivations from universal semantic inputs to language specific surface structure out puts in 

five stages: 
 

TABLE 12. 

EXAPHORIC SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NON-NATIVE ENGLISH AND NATIVE ENGLISH TEXTS. 

Exaphoric 

Native English Non-native English 

100 57 

 

Further analysis of the second question is presented below: 

Table13, shows distribution of use of signaling nouns in the two corpora, non-native English and native English texts 

in 30000 words. As this table shows in 30000 words signaling nouns used 450 in non-native English and 540 in native 

English linguistics texts. 
 

TABLE 13. 

DISTRIBUTION OF USE OF SIGNALING NOUNS IN TWO CORPORA 

Total Words Other Words Number of SN Corpus 

30000 29460 

98.2 

540 

1.8 

Native English Texts 

30000 29550 

98.5 

450 

1.5 

Non-Native English texts 

60000 59010 990  

X
2

= 10.040      df = 2  Sig = .004 

 

Inferential statistics shows that there is a significant difference between native English and non-native English 

linguistics texts in the use of signaling nouns (table 13). 
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TABLE 14. 

DISTRIBUTION OF KINDS OF SIGNALING NOUNS IN TWO CORPORA 

Total EX Whit in Across  

540 100 

18.5 

230 

42.6 

5 

.9 

45 

8.3 

160 

29.6 

Native English 

450 54 
12 

200 
44.4 

4 
.9 

32 
7.1 

160 
35.6 

Non-native  English 

990 154 430 9 116 320s Total 

X
2

= 10.040  df = 4  sig  = .040 

 

Inferential statistics in table 14 shows that there is a significant difference between native English and non-native 

English linguistics texts in the kinds of signaling nouns. So according to what was mentioned above, we feel safe to 

reject the second null hypothesis. 

C.  The Difference between Non-native English & Native Persian Texts 

Regarding this question, the difference between non-native English & native Persian linguistic Texts Table 15 shows 

Average frequency of lexical signaling items per thousand words, for the two corpora. The table shows that there are on 

average 15 signals per thousand words in the Non- native English texts and 12 in the native Persian texts. 
 

TABLE 15 

AVERAGE SIGNALING ITEMS PER 1000 WORDS 

Native Persian Texts Non-native English Texts 

12 15 

 

 
 

Regarding the kinds of SN, as Table 16 shows the word Case, for example, occurs in the Non-native English texts 40 

times. The equivalent of the word "case","  حبنت", occurs only 7 times in the Native Persian texts. خصوصیت for example 

occurs 25 for (NP) and not occurring at all as a lexical  signaling item  in the Non-native texts.  Question for example is 

quite frequent for the two corpora , 25 for (NNE) and 13 for (NP). 
 

TABLE 16. 
SIX MOST COMMON SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE CORPORA 

NNET Freq NPT Freq. 

Way 20 25 ذصٕصيت 

Kind 37 15 َمص 

Question 25 13 سؤال 

Result 5 ّ10 َكت 

Reason 10 7 حبنت 

Case 40 5 تفبٔت 

 

1. Across Clause signaling nouns 

As mentioned before one of the category that can show the differences between native Persian & non-native English 

Texts is across clause. Table 17 provides us with the signaling nouns which function as across clauses written by native 

Persian and non-native English writers (Iranian writers). 234 signaling nouns occurred in native Persian texts, of  which 

192 function as anaphoric and 42 as cataphoric. 192 signaling nouns occurred in non-native English texts, of which 160 

function as anaphoric and  32 as cataphoric. 

Examples: Non-native English :Passive constructions relative construction, etc. such comparisons can be conducted 

within… 

Native Persian: 

 
In these examples the meaning of the given signal must be sought earlier in the text. 
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TABLE 17 

ACROSS CLAUSE SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND NON-NATIVE ENGLISH TEXTS 

Across Clause 

Native Persian Non-native English 

Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

192 42 160 32 

 

2. Within clause signaling nouns 

Table 18 provides us with the signaling nouns which function as within clause used by native Persian and Non-native 

English writers (Iranian). 96 Signaling nouns occurred in native Persian texts, of  which 18 function as anaphoric and  

78 as cataphoric. 204 Signaling nouns occurred in native Persian texts, of which 4 function as anaphoric and 200 as 

cataphoric. 
 

TABLE 18 

WITHIN CLAUSE SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NATIVE PERSIAN AND NON- NATIVE ENGLISH TEXTS 

Within clause 

Native Persian Non-native English 

Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

18 78 4 200 

 

 
 

3. Exaphoric signaling nouns 

In regard to the differences between non-native English & native Persian Texts, Table 19 Shows lexical signaling 

items which function as exaphoric for the two corpora. The table shows that 30 signaling nouns occur in the native 

Persian texts and 57 in the non-native English texts. 

Example: In some cases, words seem to have a use but no meaning as such. 
 

TABLE 19 

EXAPHORIC SIGNALING NOUNS USED BY NON-NATIVE ENGLISH AND NATIVE ENGLISH TEXTS. 

Exaphoric 

Native Persian Non-native English 

30 57 

 

Further analysis of the third question is presented below: 

Regard to the same question, Table 17 shows the distribution of use of signaling nouns in the two corpora, Native 

Persian and Non-native English texts in 30000 words.  As table shows in 30000 signaling nouns , non-native English 

used 450 and native Persian linguistics texts 360 respectively. 
 

TABLE 20 

DISTRIBUTION OF USE OF SIGNALING NOUNS IN TWO CORPORA 

Total of Words Other Words Number of SN Corpus 

30000 29640 

98.8 

360 

1.2 

Native Persian Texts 

30000 29550 

98.5 

450 

1.5 

Non-Native English Texts 

60000 59190 810  

               X
2

= 111.260       df = 8  Sig = .000 

 

Inferential statistics shows that there is a significant difference between Non-native English and native Persian 

linguistics texts in the use of signaling nouns. 
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TABLE 21. 

DISTRIBUTION OF KINDS OF SIGNALING NOUNS IN TWO CORPORA 

Total EX Whit in Across  

360 30 
8.3 

78 
21.7 

18 
5 

42 
11.5 

192 
53.3 

Persian 

450 54 

12 

200 

44.4 

4 

.9 

32 

7.1 

160 

35.6 

Non-native English (P) 

810 84 278 22 74 352 Total 

X
2

= 64.361   df = 4  sig = .000 

 

As regards the kinds of signaling nouns, table21, make us feel safe to say that there is a significant difference 

between native Persian and non-native English linguistics texts in the kinds of signaling nouns. So according to what 

was mentioned above, we feel safe to reject the third null hypothesis as well. 

V.  SOME GENERAL POINTS (FINDINGS) 

Having described and exemplified the various functions of signaling nouns, in this part, the following tables cast 

more light on the findings of this study. Table 22(NE), Table 23(N-n E) and Table 24 (NP) show all of those items 

identified in the three corpora. 

70 different items were identified as fulfilling the signaling function for the Native English texts 67 for the Non-

native English texts and 122 for Native Persian texts within 30000 words. Although, as table 1, 2 and 3 show a 

considerable range of items functioning as signaling nouns, given the low frequency of many of them, as noted earlier, 

it is probable that larger corpora would be likely to yield an even wider range of items. 
 

TABLE 22. 
SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE NATIVE ENGLISH CORPUS 

Topic-question-field-way-aspect-assumption-stage-issue-pattern-result-style-example-group-word-variation-clause-qualification-fact-

regulation-rule-analyses-data-point-evidence-situation-approach-view-process-principle-function-part-type-ability-aim-reason-answer-

problem-definition-hypotheses-case-kind-position-difference-feature-categories-technique-idea-cause-criterion-condition-Factor-
Theory-reaction-support-subject-implication-pattern-Task-work-studies-respect-context-danger-detail-choice-chance-occasion-

discovery-knowledge-modification- 

TOTAL = 70 Words 

 

TABLE 23 
SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE NON- NATIVE ENGLISH CORPUS (IRANIAN) 

Approach-course-aspect-attempt-discipline-stage-result-studies-source-issue-type-group-feature-aim-branch-assumption-technique-

change-theory-criterion-attitude-view-evidence-idea-fact-principle-system-procedure-step-categories-example-item-kind-rule-process-
element-difference-definition-point-purpose-part-section-position-activity-factor-situation-content-question-argument-case-way-size-

use-rate-form-solution-need-information-class-reason-condition-contrast-effect-basis-association-formation-progress- 

Approach-course-aspect-attempt-discipline-stage-result-studies-source-issue-type-group-feature-aim-branch-assumption-technique-
change-theory-criterion-attitude-view-evidence-idea-fact-principle-system-procedure-step-categories-example-item-kind-rule-process-

element-difference-definition-point-purpose-part-section-position-activity-factor-situation-content-question-argument-case-way-size-

use-rate-form-solution-need-information-class-reason-condition-contrast-effect-basis-association-formation-progress- 

TOTAL = 67 Words 

 

TABLE 24. 

SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE NATIVE PERSIAN CORPUS 

 -سرٍ  -يجًٕػّ  -َكتّ  -يزحهّ  -رٔيّ -َٕع  - -َطبَّ  -راثطّ  -زستّ  - -يشيت  -َگزش  -اَساو  -كهًّ  -يُظٕر  -ػهٕ و –چيش  -ثزرسي  -زاَص  -ذصٕصيت  -ػهى 
 -ٔالؼيت  -جٓت  -َمص  -يحسٔزيت  -ارتجبط  -يسئهّ  - -سطح  -ػًم  -يصساق  -ثؼس -َتيجّ  -أصبف -تؼزيف  -يحٕر  -ايز  -َظزيّ  -حزف -اسبص  --نحبط -صٕرت 

 -ٔضغ  -ذسيت  -پيطزفت  -جٕاة -جٓص  -پسيسِ  -ثرص  -حميمت  -ژِ  ٔا -لسًت  -كبر  -اجشا  -گزِٔ  -تزتيت  -اطالع  -راثطّ  -احٕال  -َظز  -ركٍ  -اَتمبل  -گًبٌ 

 -يطهت  -يفٕٓو  -ثحث  -را ِ  -يٕفميت  -يزاحم  -ضيِٕ  -رٔش -زنيم  -ضؼجّ  -ضبذّ  -اذتالف  -زستگبِ  -ٔاكُص  -پبسد  -َكبت  -يؼُي -تفبٔت  -طزيك  -سييُّ  -تصٕر 
 - -ذطز -پيطُٓبز -لسو  -حبنت  -فزضيّ  -ْسف  -راِ حم  -يطكم  -اصٕل  -يثبل  -فؼبنيت  -يٕلؼيت  -اَتربة  -يؼيبر  -ّ رضت -اثز  -يٕضٕع  -جٓت  -تًبيش  -زيسگبِ 

 -يسبفت  -زِ يب -ثسيٍ گَّٕ  -يبزگيزي  -اػتزاض   -يمبيسّ  -  -رفتبر  -يٕرز  -  -يحسٔزيت  -اضتجبِ  -لبٌَٕ  -َزخ  -يحبسجّ  -ٔظيفّ  -َبو  -جُجّ  -ػجبرت  -جشئيبت 

  -ارتؼبش  -يذكٕر 

TOTAL = 122 Words 

 

Table 25 shows the frequency of some of those items most often used as signaling nouns. The word "Way", for 

example, occurs in the Native English texts 50 times. The word" way" occurs with only slightly less overall frequency 

(20 times )in the Non Native English texts and does not occur at all as a lexical  signaling item  in the Persian texts. The 

words question for example is quite frequent for  the three corpora, 30 for (NE) 25 for (NNE) and 13 for (NP).It must 

be emphasized that many of them have a relatively low frequency. In relation to pedagogy, of course, the differing 

frequencies of the various items may suggest a different criterion for the selection and grading of such nouns in teaching. 
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TABLE 25 

SIX MOST COMMON SIGNALING ITEMS IN THE CORPORA 

NE Texts Freq NE Freq NNE  NP Texts Freq NP  

Way 50 20 25 ذصٕصيت 

Kind 35 37 15 َمص 

Question 30 25 13 سؤال 

Result 25 5 ّ10 َكت 

Reason 20 10 7 حبنت 

Case 15 40 5 تفبٔت 

 

VI.  DISCUSSION 

By selecting 90000 words of linguistics texts from three corpora,. (1) Non-native English linguistics texts that were 

chosen from among current Iranian journals and books, (2) native English linguistics texts were chosen among current 

books and internet, (3) native Persian linguistics texts were chosen from Iranian journals and books written in Farsi. 

According to definition and classification of Halliday and Flowerdew, signaling items for the corpora were identified in 

a number of stages. All signaling items which occurred in corpora were realized then these lexical was examined to 

established if a given item functioned as a lexical signal. Then the kind and number of signaling nouns were 

identified .after data collection, the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS-X) was applied to analyze data. 

The result showed that there are significant differences between Non-native English Native English and native 

Persian linguistics texts in the use of signaling nouns. And also the result revealed that there are significant differences 

between Non-native English, Native English and native Persian linguistics texts in the use of the kind of signaling 

nouns. 

It was revealed that English writers used signaling nouns more than non-native English writers. And also non-native 

English writers used signaling nouns more than Persian writers: a justification for such a case may be that in English 

language lexical cohesions are consciously taught in writing classes like paragraph writing but in Persian no mention is 

made of the principles and mechanics of writing in classes at all. So this can show the language problem of Persian 

language. 

Several interesting highlights were observed through this study which will be mentioned here: there is considerable 

variation in the proportion of the two functions (across clause and  in clause) in  the two corpora, Persian and English. 

English writers used more in clause and exophoric functions than Persian writers. For instance 96 signaling nouns were 

used in Persian and 235 in English. 

Another feature worthy of note is that as seen in table 1 Native English texts have  a higher average occurrences of 

signaling nouns per 1000 word .while table 21 shows there are more instances of any given item in the Native Persian 

texts. This can show that the number of signaling nouns in Persian is more than in English. But because there is no 

explicit teaching of these cohesive devises in Persian language, Iranian writers use less than in English language. Also it 

is probable that the larger corpora would be likely to yield an even wider range of items. 

Sometimes signals may be accompanied by modification, in such a way as to make its reference more specific: 

However it is to be noted here that sometimes the modification may be of more semantic importance than the signal 

which it modifies. In an example like functional studies the writer labels what he has been referring to as a studies but 

it seems that the modifier functional is what the writer wants to priorities in terms of his message. It is the fact that this 

study is functional (in contrast to the structural studies) that is important, not the fact that they are studies. The main 

role of the signal studies here is in creating an information structure in which the term functional can be introduced into 

the discourse and made salient. 

Realization of a signal within the clause can also be at the level of the noun group. This most often takes the form of 

post – modification: 

Native English Examples: A process of internal propagation: 

Its function of providing mechanical...  

In some cases realization within clause is performed by a pre modifier: 

Examples: pumping action, the division process. 

VII.  PEDAGOGIC IMPLICATIONS 

Text writers should whole–heartedly consider their readers as susceptible beings. While writing texts, they should 

take mental trips to the minds of the readers, whether the text is appropriate in terms of organization, types of questions 

or physical presentation. Understanding the reference links of a text may help to facilitate students’ comprehension of 

the text even on an unfamiliar topic. It is also well–known that the best way to create motivation for reading is by the 

choice of an interesting and readable text. Not surprisingly but interestingly, sometimes a potentially motivating and 

interesting text can give readers motivation to continue their efforts to overcome a lake of content schemata for a 

particular text. 

VIII.  SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
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The present study investigated is there any differences between native English, native Persian and non- native 

English (Iranian) texts in the use of signaling nouns, quality and quantity. Various areas for research on signaling 

words such as, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs may also have such a function can be investigated. Only nouns are dealt 

with this study... As a case in point, one may wish to investigate are there any differences between native English, 

native Persian in the use of signaling verbs. Another area to investigate could the effect of signaling nouns on overall 

reading comprehension. In this case the effect of co – referential ties on reading comprehension can be more deeply 

investigated. 

Part of the information involved in identifying referents of signaling items comes from the text itself. Can we 

investigate how information in the text can enhance the readers’ ability to identify referents of signaling items? Another 

area to investigate could: As a third case further research we may ask: what is the effect signaling nouns on the speed of 

reading? 

Another suggestion is: Can text structure, the pattern and frequency of signaling items be considered as criterions in 

measuring the difficulty level of materials? 
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